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Helen Sloan/HBO Few shows generate a large volume of fan speculation that Game of Thrones is doing, and as the show approaches its final stretch of episodes, there's a lot of history that's still in place and a lot of theories that may still prove true. You can fill a book of theories about this epic story, but we have
narrowed it down to the most popular theories of Game of Thrones. Spoiler alert! If you're not all caught up in the first seven seasons and current books, read at your own risk. - Get back on schedule? Cleganeball has been one of the fan's most popular theories for years, and despite some false alarms, true believers -
like Cleganeball's subreddit - still maintain their long vigil. What exactly is Cleganeball? Cleganeball is the long-awaited showdown between the Clegane brothers, Sandor (The Hound) and Gregor (The Mountain), who have had one of the Thrones brothers' most intense rivalries since they were children, when the older
Gregor shoved Sandor into a pile of coal. Although the show portrays both characters as villains, the arc of Sandor's characters is one of redemption, as the cynical warrior confronts his violent past and seeks to save the future. Meanwhile, Gregor is one of history's greatest monsters, a giant sadistic knight who commits
atrocities every day. Given their history and Sandor's path from antagonist to antihero, fans expect the two to fight to the death. For a while, the expectation was for Cleganeball to come out of Cersei's trial. Against the accusations of the Supreme Sparrow, Cersei will ask for a trial through battle, designateing the
undemanding Gregor as her champion, while the newly baptized Sandor will fight on behalf of the faith. Cessei destroyed the theory when he just blew up Bellor's Great Sept. Meanwhile, Sandor went north with the Brotherhood without banners to fight the white Walkers. Cleganeball's chances sank like Dothraki on the
high seas. As the Red Priestess, however, the season 7 finale rose to the clegg theory. When Jon Snow, Danner and their comrades met cersei and her forces to negotiate a temporary alliance against the white walkers, Sandor took a moment to threaten his zombie brother, saying It doesn't end what you, brother. You
know who's coming for you. You always knew. Is Young Griff going to show up? Game of Thrones has cut a number of storylines and characters from the books, but the biggest omission (with darkstar apologies) should be Young Griff. Featured in Dance with Dragons, Young Griff is the son of a mercenary named Griff,
who, along with Tyrion, sails to meet Daenez - or at least that's what they claim. While Trion spent time aboard a ship with Griffiths, he eventually came to the conclusion that Young Griff was actually Targaryen. As it turned out, young Griff is Prince Reegar's son, Aegon. Everyone thinks he was killed as a child during the
kings desan murder during Robert's uprising. In fact, Varis exchanged Aegon with another child who died in his place, sending the boy's prince across the sea to be picked up and educated. Meanwhile, the elderly Griff is an out-of-state ally named After Reiger, called John Connington. Their plan is for Aegon to be
educated and elevated to be a good ruler, to return to Westeros and to take the throne. By the end of the book, Connington and Aegon arrived in Westeros with the Golden Company, a famous mercenary company founded by Targaryen, and began the conquest of Westeros. The idea that there is another Targaryen and
that he has already set foot in Westeros while Dayerus is relaxing in Meereen is shocking. This makes it all the more surprising that Aegon never appeared on the show. Instead, Tyrion met with Onneris and joined his board, while The Golden Company was mentioned by Kersey as a group he planned to hire. At this
point, it seems extremely unlikely that this Aegon will make an appearance on screen. From one perspective, the show reveals that John's real name is Aegon (he's another son of Roegar), and if there are two Aegons he can confuse viewers. As the show heads into its final season, there is not enough time to introduce
a new side to the battle for Westeros. Jaime Lannister: Queenslander? Those who are in the history of Game of Thrones know that as a child, Cersei visited a witch named Maggie the Frog who wanted her condition. Maggi promises to answer three questions. She tells Cersei that she will not fall for the prince, but will
fall for the king, that the king will have 20 children and have three. These two hunches have come true. Cersei did not marry Prince Ruegar, as you would expect, but King Robert instead. Robert had 20 children with other women, while Cersei had three with Jaime. Maggi continues Gold will be their crowns and gold their
covers, she says. And when your tears drown, the walloon will wrap his hands around your pale white throat and suffocate life from you. By the end of Season 6, all three of Cersei's children are dead - hence the covers - and all that remains to pass is valoncar killed. Valoncar is Valerian as a brother, and Cersei suggests
that he refers to Tyrion (Peter Dinklage), who has a reason to kill her after trying to execute him. But many believe jaime, who is Cersei's twin but was in second place, will be the one to kill her. (Note that while valonqar was part of the original story, the series cut before Maggi mentioned valonqar, so it may ultimately be
ignored.) Although Jamie stood by Cersei through many villains, he finally broke ranks with her at the end of Season 7 after she revealed she had no intention of sending her powers north to fight the white Walkers, preferring to sit down and watch her rivals kill each other. he has already killed a monarch who poses a
threat to the people - the mad King Erez - to land him nicknamed Kingslear. It seems tragically poetic that he will feel morally obliged to end Cersei. Bran and crazy King Bran training with the Three-Eyed Raven in Season 6 left him with some wonderful powers, one of which is the ability to project his mind through time.
Not only can he witness events of the past while they actually happened, but he can interact with people in the past. As he watches Ned approach the tower of joy, Ned turns around and looks in his direction, doesn't see it, but clearly senses something. In a more shocking turn, Bran possesses a young Hodor, messing
up his mind and creating a psychic bond that allows peace to hold the door to reach him in the past - where we discover the meaning behind the name Ho-dor. Bran's time, the trip opens up many opportunities to participate in various scenes from the history of Westeros, and given the damage he caused to Hodor's
consciousness, some have theorized that he too drove Mad King Eris crazy. Bran has already visited Eria once, witness, while he orders his men to burn everyone! The theory says Bran will try to persuade Ayers to burn the white Walkers, but the king won't understand the words he hears and will just try to burn his
subjects. Jon Snow was reborn Asor Ahai? What fantastics will be completed without a prophesying hero who rises to stop the forces of darkness? Even Game of Thrones, which is known for advocating fantastical tropes, seems to lean into the chosen archetype with the prince who is promised. The followers of Archlor,
the Lord of Light, believe in a prophecy in which the prince stands up to stop the white Walkers. Melisandre (Carice van Houten) suggests that The Prince will be the incarnation of Azor Ahai, a legendary character-era figure who uses his magic lightbringer sword to strike white Walkers. As the series builds on a
seemingly inevitable clash between the living and the dead, fans expect this prophecy to come true in some way or another, and there are some popular choices about who might be the Prince who was promised. With its rare code of honor and consistent ability to escape death, Jon Snow (Kit Harington) seems the most
obvious choice. Melisandre thinks John is reborn, and there's good evidence. In the novel Dance with Dragons, she reflects on R'Chlorine's vision: I pray for a glimpse of Azor Ahaí, and R'chlorine only shows me Snow White. Season 6 of Gott only ignited the fire, confirming a long-standing theory that John was actually
Lyanna Stark's son. Part of the prophecy reads: A day will come after a long summer, when the stars bleed and the cold breath of darkness falls heavy in the world. At the end of Season 6, The Wind of Winter, Bran is pictured again on stage with his father Ned, years earlier, rescuing Lyanna from the Tower of Joy. Ned
hints in bed having a child. In one crucial part of the framing, Ned leaves the Dawn of the Sword, which is forged by a fallen star, at the foot of Lyana's bed, which is stained with blood. Many have taken this to fulfill when the stars bleed part of the prophecy. John may be the obvious choice for The Prince Who is
promised, but Gott is known for throwing curveballs, and there's another, intriguing school of thought that claims Jaime Lannister (Nicholas Cotter-Waldau) is the prince. A blog called Game of Thrones &amp; Norse mythology&quot;, suggests that Jaime is not only an analogue of the Scandinavian god Tyre, who similarly
lost his hand, but also a candidate for the role of Azor Ahai. The writer suggests that the star of the bleeding refers to Oberyn Martel (Pedro Pascal). Martell sygill has red sun, and Oberyn dies in a bloody way at the hands of Gregor Clegane. Oberyn's defeat also condemned Tyrion to death - he had fought as tyrion's
champion in a battle of battle and Jaime chose to help Tyrion escape, against the wishes of his father and sister. Jaime was reborn, in a way. But if you want to bet on a dark horse, Jaime is your man. Will John have to sacrifice Daenerys? Heading into the game of thrones finale, it makes sense to speculate on how the
story will end. Given the show's high body count, it wouldn't be surprising if any of the main characters ended up dead (or undemanding), and as George R. R. Martin himself says, people should expect something bitter after all. It is unlikely that John, Dner and the rest of the gang will march north, beat the white Walkers
in a glorious battle, live out their days running Westeros and raise a happy family. Although John and Downer, who lost their lives for the first time, found their way into each other's arms at the end of Season 7, their relationship could be doomed. As already mentioned, many believe that John will turn out to be the
reincarnation of Azor Ahai, the legendary hero who fled the forces of darkness before the millennium. Azor Ahaí did not defeat legions of the dead through sheer and good luck, however – he had to pay a terrible price. As Salador Saan explains to Davos in Clash of Kings (the third novel in the series), Azor Ahaí struggles
to fork out a real heroic knife. In his third attempt to create a magic sword by iron-ironed her in the sacred fires, he summoned his wife. Nissa Nissa told her it was her name, she had her breasts down, and know that I love you better than anything in the world. She did this, why can't I say, and Azor Ahai pushed the
sword into her heart... her blood and soul and strength and courage flowed into the steel. Such is the story of the forging of the Light, the Red Sword of Heroes. Franchise fans speculate that John will have to perform To beat the white walkers and think that he and Daenerys are lovers, could she be his Nissa Nissa? She
remembers that Azor Ahaí, if he existed, lived for thousands of years before Game of Thrones began, and the facts of his story may have become high tales for that period of time. His story can just as easily be a parable to illustrate the need for sacrifice rather than actual instructions on how to make a magic sword.
Moreover, it would be strange for the story to take one of the main characters and eventually reduce it to sacrificial lamb. After all, it's hard to imagine the characters saving the world without losing anything. Is Bran the night king? Okay, this theory is a little less binge-friendly, but it's popular enough to be discussed. The
theory that the Night King is actually Bran is a product of the show, where we've seen Bran's powers to a greater extent. In addition to the fact that he can fight by transferring his consciousness to other bodies, Bran also has the green light, through which he has prophetic dreams of the future and the past, and after
training with Trioc Raven, can project his mind in time to witness past events in full. Given that Bran may actually interact with the past (as mentioned above), some viewers suggest that it is possible that he will go back to the moment when the children of the forest created the white walkers and eventually jump into the



body of the man, they became the Night King, thus getting trapped like the Night King himself. This actually fits well into the theory that John is Azor Ahai reborn; If John has to kill his own brother to stop the white Walkers, he's sure to be a heroic victim of Azor Ahaí's steam room. The conspiracy relies on a lot of
circumstantial evidence and images. One particularly juicy scene is one in which Bran, using the green space, sees the Army of the Dead and the Night King not only looks directly at Bran, but also reaches out and touches him. This may mean that the Night King also has a green light, or a similar ability to interact with
people on a spiritual level, but for bran truths, this indicates that they have a deeper connection. Editors' recommendations
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